
TurnerCIP
CLEAN IN PLACE SYSTEMS FOR OIL IN WATER MONITORS

Most oilfield produced waters and other oily wastewaters have high 
fouling potential for optical sensors. High Cost Ultrasonic Cleaning 
systems only address the local optical path and not the entire sample 
system. Our CIP (Clean In Place) addresses the entire sample system 
in the same way that CIP’s are used to clean heat exchangers and 
other oily systems.

■ Chemically cleans the complete sample system from sample take off to the  
 drain from the monitor.

■ Self Contained with no chemical discharge while cleaning. All chemicals  
 and waste are self contained until drained.

■ Pneumatic or Electrical, Manual or Automated, Explosion Proof or General  
 Purpose. Can be fully controlled by TD-4100 XD with E09.

■ Chemical choice and cleaning frequency dependent on the process water.

■ Light weight / small footprint

■ Can be used to clean multiple sample lines with one CIP.

■ Add to any existing oil in water monitor

■ Lowest cost of ownership. Can be manufactured locally with free 
    supplied drawings. 
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TurnerCIP

CLEAN IN PLACE SYSTEMS FOR
OIL IN WATER MONITORS
Measuring oil in produced water is one of the most challenging 
applications for any analyzer. With our over 20 years of success in 
produced water, it is well known that making the measurement is only the 
beginning. Maintenance is the problem! No matter how you cut it, oil in 
water analyzers are faced with problems and there are no two locations 
alike! Scale, solids, wax, iron sulfide, crude oil lead the list of foulants.

Oil in Water Monitors need love, too!! 
You take care of them, they take care of you. The 
problem is that nobody wants to maintain oil in 
water monitors. And, there is no such thing as Zero 
Maintenance. Zero maintenance is a myth. 
Ultrasonic cleaning systems are great. But except in 
a few cases, they do not solve the whole problem. 
Ultrasonic systems for oil in water monitors were 
developed because customers wanted an optical 
device that was in contact with the water at all 
times. Everyone knows that dirty, oily water will 
eventually foul optical surfaces. However, ultrasonic 
systems are localized to the optical windows or cell 
and they do not address the sample system. 
Further, start/stop action of systems with ultrasonics 

can make things worse by letting sediment settle or foulants plate out on the 
tubing/piping. Falling stream non-contact systems work great until the sample 
systems foul and reduce the sample flow.

The answer is the new Turner CIP.
A self contained chemical cleaning system that can be manual or automatic, 
pneumatic or electrical. All chemicals are returned to the supply tank for recycle on 
the next cleaning cycle. Customers report up to 12 months of use before refreshing 
chemicals. The specific chemicals and cleaning cycle time are determined based 
on the needs of the facility and the fouling potential of the produced water.

Add a CIP to existing oil in water monitors and put them back to work. 
Let us make one for you or we can direct you to several manufacturers of similar 
industrial systems worldwide.

In the words of a major customer user of our CIP for more than 18 months:  
“Now, that's what I call reliable!”


